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The magnetic semiconductor Ni,Fet-,Cr&
(x=0.985, 0.97, 0.96) has been investigated over
the temperature range from 12 to 600 K using a Mijssbauer technique. The electronic structure
of Fe ions in NiCr& was calculated with the Hamiltonian incorporating free-ion term, axial and
rhombic crystal field, spin-orbital couplings, and exchange interactions. The ground orbital state
is separated by 9.64 ]A] from the first excited state, thereby making the quadrupole splitting
somewhat insensitive to temperature. Using x-ray crystallographic data, the contribution of
direct lattice sum to the electric-field gradient has been considered. In calculating the
temperature dependence of quadrupole splitting, the axial field parameter At = - 3.0 1/i. I, the
rhombic field parameter A, = - 2.8 1,I I , and the covalency factor a2=0.73 in NicsssFecoIsCr+S4
were determined. Magnetic hyperfhte and quadrupole interactions in the antiferromagnetic state
of Ni0.96Fee03CrZS4at 12 K have been studied, yielding the following results: H= 147.8 kOe,
+&p(l+f$)t~~=
- 1.96 mm/s, 0=&Y, Q;=90”, and q= 1.0. The line broadening which
suggests the electron relaxation was observed with decreasing temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION
There have been a number of investigations of the electrical and magnetic properties of a number of ternary
transition-metal chalcogenides with the formula A B2&
(A, B-Fe, Co, Ni, Ti, V, Cr: X=S, Se, To) .tw5 Several
compounds were prepared that were isostructural with
Cr$+ NiCr& exhibits the monoclinic defect Ni-As structure at room temperature. Andron and Bertaut’ carefully
determined that the magnetic properties of NiCr,S, are
antiferromagnetic at 4.2 K in a neutron-diffraction study.
The susceptibility curve does not show a sharp peak at the
N&l point and does not follow Curie-Weiss behavior
above this point. Morris and co-workers’ reported that this
may be interpreted as the competing interaction between
five different superexchange interactions. A cubic spine1
N&Fe, ,-,Cr$~ (O.O<x<O.3) has shown that Curie temperature Tc increases with Ni substitution, which can be explained with increasing A-B interaction strength.”
In this article the electronic energy levels of an Fe ion
in Ni,Fet~~ -XCr2S4(x=0.985, 0.97, 0.96) and the effect of
Fe ions on NiCr.& are reported using Miissbauer and
s-ray data.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
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Ill. THEORY
The Fe’+ ions of Ni,Fet-,Cr&
(x=0.985,
0.97,
0.96) are in octahedral sites, surrounded with six S2- ions.
The ground term 5D of the free Fe” + ion was split into the
5T,g level and ‘Eig level by the octahedral crystal field,6
V,,,=-~D,(35L~-155L~-tl2--5Jz[L:(2L,+3)

+L:(~L,-3)13.
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We obtain five orbital eigenfunctions, +i (i= 1,2,3,4,5),
matrix
perturbation
diagonalizing
5x5
by
(2ML 1V,,, 12&f>) (M&f;
= 0, f 1, f 2). However, the
‘Eg level was separated by as much as 1ODq ( - 14 400 K)
from “rZP So we do not need to consider the ‘Eg level. The
5T? level will be split more due to axial cryst.al field and
rhombic crystal field,7
V,,M=-A,(&2),

(2)

V rhombic=-$2(L?+

PROCEDURE

The samples were prepared by reaction of stoichiometric amounts of the high-purity elements, Ni (99.99%),
Fe (99.995%), Cr (99.999%) and S (99.999%) in an
evacuated quartz ampoule. For the heat treatments, the
mixture was fired at 480 “C for 1 day and at 1000 “C for 4
days, and then slowly cooled down to room temperature at
a rate of -10 “C/h. The second firing at 1000 “C! for 4
days, with intermediate grindings, was necessary to achieve
homogeneity.
The sample was enriched in 57Fe for Miissbauer measurement. X-ray-diffraction patterns showed that the sample had the defect Ni-As structure (monoclinic 12/m).
5739

Mossbauer spectra were obtained using a conventional
Mossbauer spectrometer of the electromechanical type
with a 57Co source in a palladium matrix.

+ LL),

(3)

and we can remove the spin degeneracy of the ‘TQ level,
considering the spin-orbit interaction
v,=F

--/zLS,

(4)

where the spin-orbit coupling constant A can be expressed
by ,I =(r2& under consideration of the covalency effect
(a2; covalency factor, /2,=103 cm-’ for the free Fe’+
ion).* Letting +!Qrefer to one of the three orbital eigenfunctions in the ‘T2, level, and ,yi to one of the five spinors
corresponding to S=2, there will now be 15 state functions
of the form
Y,=I,!J~~ (i= 1,2,3; j= 1,2,3,4,5).
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